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Abstract
Sangiorgi has shown that the semantics induced by Milner’s encoding of the call-by-name -
calculus in the -calculus is the equality of Levy{Longo trees. Later it was realized that Milner’s
encodings are actually variations on well-known continuation passing style transforms. Then the
question is: is the discriminating ability due to -calculus features, or is it already oered by the
CPS transform? We show that the latter is true: the semantics induced by the call-by-name CPS
transform on -terms is Levy{Longo trees equality. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction { the -calculus
In this note we study the semantics induced by Plotkin’s call-by-name CPS transform
[13], which has the -calculus for both source and target languages. To start with, we
x some notations regarding this calculus (we sometimes deviate from the notations of
Barendregt’s book [1]), which we assume the reader to be familiar with. We denote
by = the relation of -conversion, that is the congruence generated by the -rule
(xM N )! M [N=x] ()
As usual, we write x1 : : : xn:M and MN1   Nn for x1 : : : xnM and (   (MN1)   Nn);
respectively. We recall that any -term may be written, in a unique way, as FN1   Nn
where F is either a variable or an abstraction xM . We also recall that a context,
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usually denoted by C, is a term with a hole [] in it, and that C[M ] denotes the term
obtained by lling the hole by M in C.
Regarding the semantics of the (target) -calculus, we will follow the \classical"
approach, advocated for instance by Barendregt in [1], where \undened" means un-
solvable, or equivalently \not having a head normal form". We recall that a head
normal form is a term of the form x1 : : : xn:xN1   Nk , where n and k may be zero.
To support the intuition, we use the Bohm-tree representation of terms in head normal
form. That is, we picture the term x1 : : : xn:xN1   Nk as follows:
x1 : : : xn: x./
N1   Nk
Let us denote by M + the predicate \M is dened", or \M is observable", that is:
M + if and only if there exists a head normal form N such that M = N . The negation
of this predicate, i.e. \M is undened", is denoted by M *. Now a preorder on -terms,
relative to this notion of observability, can be given following the pattern of Morris’
extensional preorder, namely:
M vN ,def 8C: C[M ]+ ) C[N ]+
It is a well-known result of Hyland [6] and Wadsworth [16] that this is precisely the
semantics induced by Scott’s D1 -model, or, in other words, that the D1-semantics
is fully abstract with respect to the extensional preorder given above. Moreover, it
is also well-known that the associated equivalence is the maximal consistent sensible
theory, following Barendregt’s terminology. Therefore, the preorder v looks like a
reasonable choice for a semantics of the -calculus.
The question addressed in this note is the following: given that  is equipped with the
preorder v , what exactly is the semantics induced on the source calculus by Plotkin’s
call-by-name CPS transform { that we present in the next section { M 7! <M =? That
is, what is ? in:
<M =v <N = , M ?N
Our motivation for studying this question is the following: Sangiorgi has shown in
[14] that the semantics induced by Milner’s encoding of the call-by-name -calculus
in the -calculus [10] is the equality of Levy{Longo trees [7, 8], a quite discriminating
equivalence on -terms. A slightly dierent encoding was then proposed by Ostheimer
and Davie [12] (see also [4]), and some researchers observed a similarity with the
continuation passing style (see [11], and again [4]). This similarity was formalized by
the author in [3], where it is shown that both Ostheimer and Davie’s encoding, and
Milner’s encoding of the call-by-value -calculus are the standard CPS transforms (see
[13]), written in another syntax. Thielecke designed a CPS calculus [15], which is a
sub-calculus of both the -calculus (or more precisely a restricted -calculus) and the
-calculus, and he showed that CPS transforms factorize through his calculus. Therefore
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one may ask: in which way is the discriminating ability factorized in this decomposition
of the encodings? Is it the case that the call-by-name CPS transform already oers the
same, very strong discriminating ability as the -calculus one? We show that this is
indeed the case: we show that ? is Levy’s semantics [7], denoted by L, that we dene
below. We will actually prove a much more general result: let us call for a while as
reasonable any preorder R on -terms such that M L N ) M RN ) M vN . Then
we establish that for any reasonable preorder R
<M =R <N = , M L N
In other words, the choice of the target semantics does not matter very much: any
\reasonable" semantics induces, by mean of the CPS transform, Levy’s semantics on
the source language.
The simplest way to dene Levy’s semantics is by means of approximants { more
precisely, weak, or lazy approximants, to contrast with the standard notion of approxi-
mation due to Wadsworth. The set A of lazy approximants, ranged over by A; B : : : is
the least subset of  containing x1 : : : xn:
 and x1 : : : xn:xA1   Ak whenever Ai 2A,
where, as usual, 
 denotes the term () with = x(xx). For M 2, the direct
(lazy) approximation of M is the term $(M) of A inductively dened by
$(xM) = x$(M)
$((xM)NN1   Nk) = 

$(xN1   Nk) = x $(N1)   $(Nk)
Then Levy’s interpretation of M 2 is
L(M)= f$(N ) j N = Mg
and the preorder M LN is obviously given by L(M)L(N ). Note that an unsolv-
able term like x1 : : : xn:
 is meaningful in Levy’s interpretation. The set of undened
terms, that is, the set of terms M such that L(M)= f
g is usually denoted by PO0,
that is, the set of terms of proper order 0 (see [8]). By denition, M 2PO0 if and only
if M = N implies N =(xR)N1   Nk with k > 0. One can also see that the -rule is
not valid in this interpretation. For instance, L(x) and L(y:xy) are not comparable.
Longo has shown that Levy’s semantics is in a sense the \nest" possible semantics
for the -calculus: it is ner than the preorder induced by any -model satisfying some
reasonable assumptions, like D1 for instance (see [8], Theorem 1:12). By the way,
this shows that our notion of a \reasonable" preorder is not void.
For the purpose of this note it will be technically convenient to use another pre-
sentation of Levy’s semantics, which is essentially the \open applicative similarity" of
Sangiorgi [14], except that we are dealing with a preorder instead of an equivalence
(this simplies the presentation considered in [2], which is similar to a preorder in-
troduced by Hyland [6]). It is easy, adapting the proof of a similar result in [14], to
show that the following holds:
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Proposition 1.1. M LN,8r 2N: M6rN; where 6r ; the intensional preorder at
depth r; is given by:
(i) M60N for any M and N;
(ii) M6r+1N if and only if
(iia) M = xM 0)N = xN 0&M 06rN 0; and
(iib) M = xM1   Mn)N = xN1   Nn with Mi6rNi for 16i6n.
The statement (iia) should actually be read as
8x =2 fv(MN ) 8M 0:M = xM 0) (9N 0: N = xN 0& 8N 0: N = xN 0)M 06r N 0)
and similarly for (iib). We shall not prove this result here. As a matter of fact, we
shall take this as a denition of L. Then it is easy to see, by induction on r, that
for any r the relation 6r is a preorder, which is compatible with -conversion, that is
M6rN &M 0= M &N 0= N)M 06rN 0
Moreover, the main result of Levy about his preorder in [7] is that it is a precongruence,
that is a preorder compatible with the term structure.
2. The CPS transform
The call-by-name CPS transform of Plotkin [13] (rectied by Hatcli and Danvy
[5]) is given by
<x= = k(xk)
<xM = = k(kx<M =)
<MN = = k(<M =m(m<N =k))
In this denition the variable k, standing for a \continuation", is fresh, that is it does
not occur in the terms being transformed. The same is true for m. The following is a
classical result [13, 5]:
Theorem 2.1. 8M;N 2: M = N, <M == <N =.
It is easy to see that, since for any M there exists N such that <M == kN , we have:
Remark 2.2. k(<M =k)= <M =.
The fact that the CPS transform may be seen as an encoding of the -calculus into
the -calculus may be explained as follows. Let  be the subset of  generated by
the following grammar, taking the rst non-terminal as an axiom:
P ::= xV1   Vn j (xP)V
V ::= x j x1 : : : xn:P
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Now, for any M 2, and for any variable k, let us dene the term [M ]k as follows:
[x]k = xk
[xN ]k = kxh:[N ]h
[MN ]k = (h[M ]h)(m:m(j[N ]j)k)
We have:
Lemma 2.3. [M ]k 2 and (<M =k)= [M ]k.
Proof. By induction on M , using the previous remark.
The terms of  may be regarded as terms of the -calculus (and also as terms of
Thielecke’s CPS calculus [15]). More precisely, we can give a translation that interprets
the P’s as -processes, and the V ’s as names (or more precisely \concretions") or
abstractions. The syntax we use for the -calculus is the one of [9], except that we
write messages as xv1    vn instead of x:[v1]    [vn]0. The translation is as follows:
hxV1   Vni = (1 : : : vn)(xv1    vn j !v1:hhV1ii j    j !vn:hhVnii)
h(xP)V i = (x)(P j !x:hhV ii)
hhxii = x
hhx1 : : : xn:Pii = (x1 : : : xn)hPi
Then the encoding of the call-by-name -calculus into the -calculus is h[M ]ki, that
is:
h[x]ki= (v)(xv j !v:k)
h[xM ]ki= (v)(kv j !v:(xh)h[M ]hi)
h[MN ]ki= (h)(h[M ]hi j !h:(m)(v)(mvk j !v:(j)h[N ]ji))
Our purpose in this section is to establish a \computational adequacy" result, stating
that <M =k 2PO0 if and only if M 2PO0. To this end, we have to relate reductions
of <M = with reductions of M . We will exploit the following observation: if we denote
by (M;N ) the standard pairing construct, dened by (M;N )=def f:fMN , we have
<MN == k:<M = (<N =; k). We shall use more generally the tupling construct, denoted by
(M1; : : : ; Mn) (in Barendregt’s notation this is [M1; : : : ; Mn]), and dened as follows:
(M) =def M
(M1; : : : ; Mn) =def (M1; (M2; : : : ; Mn))
= f:fM1(M2; : : : ; Mn)
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Fig. 1.
It is easy to see that, using the combinators K= xy:x and F= xy:y, we have:
(M1; : : : ; Mn) F   F| {z }
p−1
K= Mp (0<p<n)
(M1; : : : ; Mn) F   F| {z }
p
= (Mp+1; : : : ; Mn) (p<n)
To study the operational properties of the CPS translation, it is convenient to introduce
another transformation of -terms. This transformation, which we denote by hjM ji, is
dened in terms of an auxiliary translation hjM; kji as follows:
hjM ji =def khjM; kji
hjxM1   Mn; kji =def x(hjM1ji; : : : ; hjMnji; k)
hj(xM)M1   Mn; kji =def (hjM1ji; : : : ; hjMnji; k)xhjM ji
We shall see below (Corollary 2.6) that <M == hjM ji. Using this fact, we can for
instance draw, up to -conversion, the CPS image of a head normal form as depicted
in the Fig. 1. One can see that the syntactic structure of a head normal form is fully
spelled out by means of the CPS transform: each subterm, except for the head variable
and the intermediate combinations xM1   Mj, is \named" by a continuation variable,
ki for xi : : : xn:xM1   Mm, or a \pairing variable" fj for Mj, allowing one to specify
what to do at each point.
To show the \computational adequacy" of the CPS transform, let us introduce the
weak head reduction. This is the least relation ! over -terms satisfying:
(xMN )!M [N=x]
M!M 0) (MN )! (M 0N )
It should be clear that
M!M 0 , M =(xR)NM1   Mn&M 0=R[N=x]M1   Mn
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We denote by ! the reexive and transitive closure of this relation. Let B, or
simply B, denote the - reduction, that is the precongruence generated by the -rule.
The following Church{Rosser property is easy to establish.
Property 2.4. If M ! M0 and M B M1 then there exists an N such that M0 B N
and M1
! N . We need some preliminary results regarding the transformation hjM ji.
Lemma 2.5. hjM ji(hjN1ji; : : : ; hjNnji; k)!hjMN1   Nn; kji.
Proof. By distinguishing the cases where M = xM1   Mm or M =(xN )M1   Mm,
trivial.
Corollary 2.6. <M == hjM ji.
Proof. By induction on M . In the case where M = M 0N we use the previous lemma,
with n = 1, which shows that hjM 0N; kji= hjM 0ji(hjN ji; k).
Corollary 2.7. hjM ji[hjN ji=x] B hjM [N=x]ji.
Proof. By induction on M , distinguishing the cases where M = zM1   Mm (then using
the previous lemma) or M =(xM 0)M1   Mm.
Now, we can show how the reductions of a term M and its translation hjM ji, or
more precisely hjM; kji, are related:
Proposition 2.8. For any M 2, and for any variable k
(i) M!M 0)hjM; kji! B hjM 0; kji
(ii) hjM; kji!N)9M 0 : M!M 0&N B hjM 0; kji.
Proof. (i) if M!M 0 then M =(xR)NN1   Nn and M 0=R[N=x]N1   Nn, therefore,
using Corollary 2.7 and the Lemma 2.5:
hjM; kji = (hjN ji; (hjN1ji; : : : ; hjNnji; k))xhjRji
! (xhjRji)hjN ji(hjN1ji; : : : ; hjNnji; k)
! hjRji[hjN ji=x](hjN1ji; : : : ; hjNnji; k)
B hjR[N=x]ji(hjN1ji; : : : ; hjNnji; k)
! hjM 0; kji
(ii) For the second point, if hjM; kji!N we must have
M = (xR)PN1   Nn and N = (xhjRji)hjPji(hjN1ji; : : : ; hjNnji; k)
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therefore, using Corollary 2.7 and Lemma 2.5:
N ! hjRji[hjPji=x](hjN1ji; : : : ; hjNnji; k)
B hjR[P=x]ji(hjN1ji; : : : ; hjNnji; k)
! hjM 0; kji
where M 0=R[P=x]N1   Nn.
Remark. It is not dicult to see that the denition of PO0 can be formulated as
follows:
M 2PO0 , 8M 0: M ! M 0)9M 00: M 0!M 00:
Moreover, we could replace ! with ! B in this statement.
Corollary 2.9 (Computational Adequacy). M 2PO0, <M =k 2PO0.
Proof. Since <M =k = hjM jik by the Corollary 2.9, and since hjM jik!hjM; kji, it is
enough to show: M 2PO0,hjM; kji 2PO0. Assume that M 2PO0 and hjM; kji ! N .
Then, by induction on the length of a reduction sequence from hjM; kji to N , one can
easily prove, using Proposition 2.8(ii) and Property 2.4, that there exists M 0 such that
M ! M 0 and N B hjM 0; kji. Since M 2PO0 there exists M 00 such that M 0!M 00, and
by Proposition 2.8(i) we have hjM 0; kji! B hjM 00; kji. This shows that hjM; kji 2PO0.
Conversely, assume that hjM; kji 2PO0 and M ! N . Then by the Proposition 2.8(i)
we have hjM; kji(! B)hjN; kji, and therefore there exists an N 0 such that hjN; kji!N 0,
and we use Proposition 2.8(ii) to conclude.
3. The main result
We rst prove that Levy’s preorder on -terms, or rather its characterisation by
means of the intensional preorders 6r , is preserved by the CPS transform. It is easy
to see that the sequence (6r)r 2N is decreasing with respect to inclusion, that is
M6pN & p>q)M6q N
One can show this for p= q+ 1, by induction on q. Note that
(8i: MiLNi)) (M1; : : : ; Mn)L(N1; : : : ; Nn)
Lemma 3.1. 8r 2 N: M6rN) <M =6r <N =.
Proof. By induction on r. This is trivial for r=0. For r>0, if M = xM 0 then
N = xN 0 with M 06r−1N 0, and therefore <M 0=6r−1<N 0= by induction hypothesis. By
denition of the preorders 6r we have k:kx<M 0=6r+2k:kx<N 0=, hence also <M =6r+2
<N = since <M == k:kx<M 0= and <N == k:kx<N 0= (using Theorem 2.1). Since 6r+2
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is included in 6r we conclude that <M =6r <N =. Case (iib) of the denition of 6r is
equally simple.
An immediate consequence is
Corollary 3.2. M LN) <M =L<N =.
The separation lemma below will establish that if M and N intensionally dier
at some nite depth, that is M
rN , then there is a context C separating the CPS
translations of these two terms, i.e. C[<M =] + and C[<N =]*. The proof, by induction
on r, uses the classical \Bohm-out technique". As such, it uses the tupling combinators
Pp= z1 : : : zp+1: zp+1z1    zp
These will be used to replace the variables (free or bound) of the terms M and N . Let
P be the set of these combinators. We also use some of the projections
Upi = z1 : : : zp:zi
For instance, I= xx=U11 =P0, K=U
2
1 and F=U
2
2. These will be used, together with

=(), to replace the continuation variables and the \pairing variables" of <M = and
<N =. We dene:
U= f
g[ fUpi j 16i6pg[P
Let us call as canonical contexts the contexts of the form []U1   Un where Ui 2 U.
In the following statement we use (X ), where X is a set of variables, to denote the
set of -terms whose free variables belong to X .
Lemma 3.3 (The Separation Lemma). Let X = fz1; : : : ; zlg and M;N 2 (X ). If M
r
N then there exist a canonical context C and integers p1; : : : ; pl 2 N such that
C[(z1 : : : zl:<M =)Pp1   Ppl ]+ while C[(z1 : : : zl:<N =)Pp1   Ppl]*.
Proof. By induction on r. We will use Theorem 2.1 without further mention in this
proof.
1. The base case of the induction proof is r=0, and the lemma is vacuously
true in this case.
2. If M
r+1N there are two cases.
2.1. If (ii-a) of Proposition 1.1 fails, then M = xM 0, but the conclusion regard-
ing N does not hold. There are two subcases:
2.1.1. if there is no N 0 such that N = xN 0 then there are again two subcases:
2.1.1.1. N 2 PO0. We have <M == k:kx<M 0= and <N == k(<N =k) (Remark 2.2)
with <N =k 2 PO0 (Corollary 2.9). We let C = []F. We have C[(z1 : : : zl:<N =)
Pp1   Ppl] 2 PO0 since PO0 is closed under substitution, that is R 2 PO0)
R[S=y] 2 PO0 for any y and S. On the other hand, C[(z1 : : : zl:<M =)Pp1   
Ppl] = I.
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2.1.1.2. N = zN1   Nn. Note that <N == k:z(hjN1ji; : : : ; hjNnji; k) by Corollary 2.6. If
z= zi we let pi=1 and C = []U
3
3
. We have
C[(z1 : : : zl:<M =)Pp1   Ppl ] = C[k:kxR]
= U
3
3(xR)

= I
where R= <M 0=[Pp1 =z1   Ppl =zl], while
C[(z1 : : : zl:<N =)Pp1   Ppl ] = (k:P1(N 01; : : : ; N 0n; k))U33

= 
(N 01; : : : ; N
0
n;U
3
3)
where N 0i = hjNiji[Pp1 =z1   Ppl =zl].
2.1.2. if for any N 0 such that N = xN 0 we have M 0
rN 0 then by induction
hypothesis, if M 0; N 0 2 (X ) where X = fz1; : : : ; zlg, there exist a canonical
context C0 and integers p1; : : : ; pl such that
C0[(z1 : : : zl:<M 0=)Pp1   Ppl ]+ and C0[(z1 : : : zl:<N 0=)Pp1   Ppl ]*
We let C =C0[ [] I Pp] with p=pi if x= zi. We have
C[(z1 : : : zl:<M =)Pp1   Ppl] = C0[(z1 : : : zl:k:kx<M 0=)Pp1   Ppl I Pp]
= C0[(z1 : : : zl:((k:kx<M 0=) I Pp))Pp1   Ppl ]
= C0[(z1 : : : zl:<M 0=[Pp=x])Pp1   Ppl ]
= C0[(z1 : : : zl:<M 0=)Pp1   Ppl]
since x= zi and p=pi, and similarly for N .
2.2. If (ii-b) of Proposition 1.1 fails, then M = xM1   Mm, but the conclusion
regarding N does not hold. Note that <M == k: x(hjM1ji; : : : ; hjMmji; k). Again
there are two subcases:
2.2.1. there does not exist N1; : : : ; Nm such that N = xN1   Nm. Here there are
several subcases:
2.2.1.1. N 2 PO0. If x= zi we let pi=1, and C = []U (the term U does not matter).
We have
C[(z1 : : : zl:<M =)Pp1   Ppl ] = (k:P1(M 01; : : : ; M 0m; k))U
= f:f(M 01; : : : ; M
0
m; U )
while C[(z1 : : : zl:<N =)Pp1   Ppl ] 2 PO0.
2.2.1.2. N = zN 0. If x= zi we let pi=1, and C = []
. We have
C[(z1 : : : zl:<M =)Pp1   Ppl ] = (k:P1(M 01; : : : ; M 0m; k))

= f:f(M 01; : : : ; M
0
m; 
)
while C[(z1 : : : zl:<N =)Pp1   Ppl ] = (k:kzR)
.
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2.2.1.3. N = zN1   Nn with x 6= z. If x= zi and z= zj we let pi=2 and pj =1 with
C = []U
 (the term U does not matter). We have
C[(z1 : : : zl:<M =)Pp1   Ppl ] = (k:P2(M 01; : : : ; M 0m; k))U

= f:f(M 01; : : : ; M
0
m; U )

while
C[(z1 : : : zl:<N =)Pp1   Ppl ] = (k:P1(N 01; : : : ; N 0n; k))U

= 
(N 01; : : : ; N
0
n; U )
2.2.1.4. N = xN1   Nn with m>n. If x= zi we let pi=0, and
C = []
 F   F| {z }
n
We have
C[(z1 : : : zl:<M =)Pp1   Ppl ] = (k:I (M 01; : : : ; M 0m; k))
 F   F| {z }
n
= (M 01; : : : ; M
0
m; 
) F   F| {z }
n
= f:fM 0n+1(M
0
n+2; : : : ; M
0
m; 
)
while
C[(z1 : : : zl:<N =)Pp1   Ppl ] = (k:I (N 01; : : : ; N 0n; k))
 F   F| {z }
n
= (N 01; : : : ; N
0
n; 
) F   F| {z }
n
= 

2.2.1.5. N = xN1   Nn with m<n. If x= zi we let pi=0, and
C = []F F   F| {z }
m


We have C[(z1 : : : zl:<M =)Pp1   Ppl] = I while
C[(z1 : : : zl:<N =)Pp1   Ppl] = 
N 0m+1(N 0m+2; : : : ; N 0n; F)
2.2.2. N = xN1   Nm with Mh
rNh. By induction hypothesis, if Mh; Nh 2 (X )
where X=fz1; : : : ; zlg, there exist a canonical context C0 and integers
p1; : : : ; pl such that
C0[(z1 : : : zl: <Mh=)Pp1   Ppl ]+ and C0[(z1 : : : zl:<Nh=)Pp1   Ppl ]*
We may assume that X is large enough to include the free variables of M
and N . If x= zj, then if pj>0, we let
C =C0[ [] U   U| {z }
pj
Upj1 F   F| {z }
h−1
K]
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with U 2 U, and
C =C0[ [] F   F| {z }
h−1
K]
otherwise (pj =0). For 16i6m let M 0i =(z1 : : : zl:<Mi=)Pp1   Ppl . We have,
if pj>0
C[(z1 : : : zl:<M =)Pp1   Ppl] = C0[Ppj (M 01; : : : ; M 0m; U )U   U| {z }
pj−1
Upj1 F   F| {z }
h−1
K]
= C0[U
pj
1 (M
0
1; : : : ; M
0
m; U )U   U| {z }
pj−1
F   F| {z }
h−1
K]
= C0[(M 01; : : : ; M
0
m; U ) F   F| {z }
h−1
K]
= C0[M 0h]
and similarly for N (the case of pj =0 is even simpler). This concludes the
proof of the separation lemma.
Remark. In the proof we have only used the following subset of U:
fP0 ; P1 ; P2g[ f
 ; I ; K ; F ; U33g
An obvious corollary of the Separation Lemma is:
Corollary 3.4. <M =v <N =)M LN .
Combining this with Corollary 3.2 we get:
Theorem. Let R be a relation on -terms such that M LN)M RN)M vN for
any M;N 2. Then
<M =R <N = , M LN
One may wonder whether one could derive from this result, or perhaps from an
improved proof of it, a new proof that the -calculus encoding induces Levy’s seman-
tics. The feature of the -calculus that is used to discriminate -terms is the ability
to instantiate a given -variable by various terms, one for each free occurrence of the
variable (see [2]). This is not possible in the -calculus, but this can be simulated by
instantiating the variables by tupling combinators Pp, and then choosing appropriate
arguments { we could call this \the Bohm trick". The price to pay in playing this trick
is that we move out of the -calculus area. Therefore one could say that the -calculus
simulates some of the discriminating power of the -calculus, rather than the converse.
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